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Overview

CPS Color’s range of corob™ dispensers, shakers and mixers are recognized 
the world over for their quality, innovative technologies, accuracy, ease of 
use, repeatability and fast operation. They represent a complete family of 
equipment for postponed color production – whatever the size or nature of 
your business. All corob™ equipment is designed for lasting, trouble free 
performance and low lifetime costs.

A full range of customer service packages are available to ensure corob™ 
dispensers continue to add maximum value to your business. From initial 
installation, annual service and preventive maintenance visits to operator 
training and our online helpdesk, CPS Color’s global service network is always 
nearby, wherever you are.

cps color
CPS Color is the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Our mission  
is to help manufacturers to achieve maximum added value on their products, 
whether these are decorative paints, industrial coatings, coated fabrics, 
thermoplastics or leather. To explore the benefits of advanced tinting systems 
for your company, please visit us at 

 www.cpscolor.com
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Each innovative corob™ shaker features a reliable and efficient
clamping force control system. They are designed to resist to 
mechanical stress extending the lifetime of the machine.

■	 corob™ simpleshake 80
Technology Vibrational shaker Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
laboratory Main benefit Sturdy and attractive, easy maintenance shaker 
Suitable for Emulsions and enamels in plastic or metal cans Maximum 
can height (mm) 410 Can shape Round, oval and square cans Maximum 
product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Shaking speed (rpm) 620 Shaking time 
4 pre-set programs (1, 2, 3, 4 min.) Shaking motor power (HP) (kW) 1 (0,75) 
Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 700 x 610  x 1150

■	 corob™ simpleshake 40
Technology Vibrational shaker Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
laboratory Main benefit Easy to operate, limited external dimensions and 
footprint Suitable for Emulsions and enamels in plastic or metal cans 
Maximum can height (mm) 430 Can shape Round, oval and square cans 
Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 40 (88) Shaking speed (rpm) 570 
Shaking time 3 pre-set programs (1, 2, 3 min) Shaking motor power (HP) 
(kW) 1 (0,75) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 60 x 865 x 1040

■	 tinting during filling
Technology Gear pump dispenser Application field Wholesale, ware-
house, factory Main benefit Superior accuracy, quality and efficiency 
with low lifetime running costs Dispensing system Simultaneous 
Suitable for Water and solvent based colorants Further specifications 
The corob™ TDF installation is designed for your specific tinting 
requirements. Our Engineering Department is happy to provide you 
with detailed information.

The versatile range of corob™ gyroscopic mixers are ideal for 
mixing highly viscous products in different can sizes and shapes. 
All corob™ mixers are ergonomically designed for easy use and 
secure performance.

■	 corob™ m300 pf & hd
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
warehouse and laboratory Main benefit Efficient and fully automatic 
mixing operations. Easy access with extractable table Suitable for High 
viscosity products in different can sizes and shapes Maximum can height 
(mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and oval cans Maximum product 
weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) from 100 to 200 Mixing time 
(sec) (min) From 45 to 6 Mixing motor power (HP) (kW) PF 1 (0,75) - HD 2 
(1,5) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 790 x 1150

■	 corob™ clevermix 20
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales and 
laboratory Main benefit Perfect balance between price and performance 
Suitable for High viscosity products in plastic or metal cans Maximum 
can height (mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and small oval cans 
Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) Up to 180, 
self adjusting based on product feature Mixing time (min) Up to 6 Mixing 
motor power(HP) (kW) 1 (0,75) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 723 x 1022

■	 corob™ prosample 200
Technology Bellow pump dispenser Application field Point-of-sales, 
laboratory Main benefit A machine for the highly appreciated sample 
business Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day Up to 200 l.* 
Dispensing flow Sequential, Simultaneous Canister configurations 
Up to 16 canisters Canister sizes (l) 2,5 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,05 
Colorant base compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal 
and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 900 x 790 x 1300 (optional 
1480) Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 31

■	 corob™ m300 pfk & hdk
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales, whole-
sale, warehouse, factory and laboratory Main benefit Superior mixing 
performance with customizable mixing operations Suitable for 
High viscosity and higher density products in plastic or metal cans 
Maximum can height (mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and oval 
cans Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) 
Pre-set or automatically selected Mixing time (sec) (min) Up to 6 
Mixing motor power (HP) (kW) PFk 1 (0,75) - HDk 2 (1,5) Dimensions 
(w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 790 x 1150

■	 mixing station
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Warehouse, factory 
Main benefit High output with low total cost of ownership Suitable 
for High viscosity products in plastic or metal cans Further specifi-
cations Our Engineering Department is available to develop with you 
the ideal mixing station tailored for your specific requirements.

Elevate the performance of your tinting system with corob™ mixers 
and shakers. Durable mixing station designs enhance productivity and 
help deliver products faster with low lifetime operating costs.

■ piston pump dispensers
Piston pump technology is the most commonly used technology in manual and 
automatic volumetric dispensers. CPS Color has improved the traditional sequential 
dosing capabilities of piston pump technology to include design options that allow 
for simultaneous dosing and multiple canister capacities. The increased performance 
and productivity resulting from CPS Color’s enhanced design translates into lower 
operational cost over the lifetime of the machine. The available canister size and flow 
rate of piston pump dispensers make them especially suitable for the decorative paint 
market, where the average colorant addition is 3-5% (vol.).

■ bellow pump dispensers
The patented linear, volumetric chamber design of corob™ bellow pump technology 
is one of the most state-of-the-art dispensing solutions in the market. No gaskets 
are used therefore eliminating wear. The structural simplicity of the design makes 
corob™ bellow pump equipment a competitively priced, low maintenance dispensing 
option for environments where an average colorant addition of 3-5% (vol.) is 
required. A special twin-canister option is available for customers with high colorant 
consumption. The twin canister can be assembled with two bellow pumps, doubling 
not only the canister capacity, but also the dosing quantity and flow rate. Certain 
corob™ bellow pump models are equipped with the latest CPS Color dispensing 
innovation combining sequential and simultaneous circuits.

■ gear pump dispensers
corob™ gear pump technology is the power behind our high-performance, 
simultaneous dosing dispensers used in everything from point-of-sale operations to 
warehouses and factories. The canister capacity and flow rate of corob™gear pump 
dispensers make them perfect for use with decorative and industrial tinting systems 
whose average colorant addition are 3-5% (vol.) and 10-30% (vol.) respectively. For 
optimal abrasion and corrosion conditions, gear pumps are also available in stainless 
steel (Type 4 DR) and in a fully ceramic version (Type 5). There is a dedicated gear 
pump type for every tint volume: from POS dispensing of 0.16 to standard Tinting 
During Filling (TDF) solutions of up to 20 l/min.

■ vibrational shakers
corob™ shakers are designed for shaking non-explosive paints in plastic or metal 
containers of varying shapes and sizes. The compact design of corob™ shakers 
requires minimal space. A safety lock door ensures safe operation. The automatic 
shaking cycle is controlled by a microprocessor, enhancing the reliability of the 
shaker and the shaking capacity, which can be used to shake more than one can 
simultaneously. The design of corob™ shakers is complemented by a selection of 
metal sheet or color customizable plastic finishes with proven resistant to mechanical 
stress.

■ gyroscopic mixers
The gyroscopic mixers from corob™ are ergonomically designed with wide, sliding 
doors and an electromagnetic safety lock for easy can handling and secure mixing. 
The mixers’ advanced engineering ensures performance reliability and long duty 
cycles. The maximum plate opening of 420 mm allows for the easy loading and 
unloading of taller cans. corob™ mixers can also accommodate square cans and are 
suitable for mixing more than one can simultaneously.
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equipment for postponed color production – whatever the size or nature of 
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A full range of customer service packages are available to ensure corob™ 
dispensers continue to add maximum value to your business. From initial 
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nearby, wherever you are.
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Each innovative corob™ shaker features a reliable and efficient
clamping force control system. They are designed to resist to 
mechanical stress extending the lifetime of the machine.

■	 corob™ simpleshake 80
Technology Vibrational shaker Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
laboratory Main benefit Sturdy and attractive, easy maintenance shaker 
Suitable for Emulsions and enamels in plastic or metal cans Maximum 
can height (mm) 410 Can shape Round, oval and square cans Maximum 
product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Shaking speed (rpm) 620 Shaking time 
4 pre-set programs (1, 2, 3, 4 min.) Shaking motor power (HP) (kW) 1 (0,75) 
Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 700 x 610  x 1150

■	 corob™ simpleshake 40
Technology Vibrational shaker Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
laboratory Main benefit Easy to operate, limited external dimensions and 
footprint Suitable for Emulsions and enamels in plastic or metal cans 
Maximum can height (mm) 430 Can shape Round, oval and square cans 
Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 40 (88) Shaking speed (rpm) 570 
Shaking time 3 pre-set programs (1, 2, 3 min) Shaking motor power (HP) 
(kW) 1 (0,75) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 60 x 865 x 1040

■	 tinting during filling
Technology Gear pump dispenser Application field Wholesale, ware-
house, factory Main benefit Superior accuracy, quality and efficiency 
with low lifetime running costs Dispensing system Simultaneous 
Suitable for Water and solvent based colorants Further specifications 
The corob™ TDF installation is designed for your specific tinting 
requirements. Our Engineering Department is happy to provide you 
with detailed information.

The versatile range of corob™ gyroscopic mixers are ideal for 
mixing highly viscous products in different can sizes and shapes. 
All corob™ mixers are ergonomically designed for easy use and 
secure performance.

■	 corob™ m300 pf & hd
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
warehouse and laboratory Main benefit Efficient and fully automatic 
mixing operations. Easy access with extractable table Suitable for High 
viscosity products in different can sizes and shapes Maximum can height 
(mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and oval cans Maximum product 
weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) from 100 to 200 Mixing time 
(sec) (min) From 45 to 6 Mixing motor power (HP) (kW) PF 1 (0,75) - HD 2 
(1,5) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 790 x 1150

■	 corob™ clevermix 20
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales and 
laboratory Main benefit Perfect balance between price and performance 
Suitable for High viscosity products in plastic or metal cans Maximum 
can height (mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and small oval cans 
Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) Up to 180, 
self adjusting based on product feature Mixing time (min) Up to 6 Mixing 
motor power(HP) (kW) 1 (0,75) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 723 x 1022

■	 corob™ prosample 200
Technology Bellow pump dispenser Application field Point-of-sales, 
laboratory Main benefit A machine for the highly appreciated sample 
business Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day Up to 200 l.* 
Dispensing flow Sequential, Simultaneous Canister configurations 
Up to 16 canisters Canister sizes (l) 2,5 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,05 
Colorant base compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal 
and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 900 x 790 x 1300 (optional 
1480) Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 31

■	 corob™ m300 pfk & hdk
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales, whole-
sale, warehouse, factory and laboratory Main benefit Superior mixing 
performance with customizable mixing operations Suitable for 
High viscosity and higher density products in plastic or metal cans 
Maximum can height (mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and oval 
cans Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) 
Pre-set or automatically selected Mixing time (sec) (min) Up to 6 
Mixing motor power (HP) (kW) PFk 1 (0,75) - HDk 2 (1,5) Dimensions 
(w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 790 x 1150

■	 mixing station
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Warehouse, factory 
Main benefit High output with low total cost of ownership Suitable 
for High viscosity products in plastic or metal cans Further specifi-
cations Our Engineering Department is available to develop with you 
the ideal mixing station tailored for your specific requirements.

Elevate the performance of your tinting system with corob™ mixers 
and shakers. Durable mixing station designs enhance productivity and 
help deliver products faster with low lifetime operating costs.

■ piston pump dispensers
Piston pump technology is the most commonly used technology in manual and 
automatic volumetric dispensers. CPS Color has improved the traditional sequential 
dosing capabilities of piston pump technology to include design options that allow 
for simultaneous dosing and multiple canister capacities. The increased performance 
and productivity resulting from CPS Color’s enhanced design translates into lower 
operational cost over the lifetime of the machine. The available canister size and flow 
rate of piston pump dispensers make them especially suitable for the decorative paint 
market, where the average colorant addition is 3-5% (vol.).

■ bellow pump dispensers
The patented linear, volumetric chamber design of corob™ bellow pump technology 
is one of the most state-of-the-art dispensing solutions in the market. No gaskets 
are used therefore eliminating wear. The structural simplicity of the design makes 
corob™ bellow pump equipment a competitively priced, low maintenance dispensing 
option for environments where an average colorant addition of 3-5% (vol.) is 
required. A special twin-canister option is available for customers with high colorant 
consumption. The twin canister can be assembled with two bellow pumps, doubling 
not only the canister capacity, but also the dosing quantity and flow rate. Certain 
corob™ bellow pump models are equipped with the latest CPS Color dispensing 
innovation combining sequential and simultaneous circuits.

■ gear pump dispensers
corob™ gear pump technology is the power behind our high-performance, 
simultaneous dosing dispensers used in everything from point-of-sale operations to 
warehouses and factories. The canister capacity and flow rate of corob™gear pump 
dispensers make them perfect for use with decorative and industrial tinting systems 
whose average colorant addition are 3-5% (vol.) and 10-30% (vol.) respectively. For 
optimal abrasion and corrosion conditions, gear pumps are also available in stainless 
steel (Type 4 DR) and in a fully ceramic version (Type 5). There is a dedicated gear 
pump type for every tint volume: from POS dispensing of 0.16 to standard Tinting 
During Filling (TDF) solutions of up to 20 l/min.

■ vibrational shakers
corob™ shakers are designed for shaking non-explosive paints in plastic or metal 
containers of varying shapes and sizes. The compact design of corob™ shakers 
requires minimal space. A safety lock door ensures safe operation. The automatic 
shaking cycle is controlled by a microprocessor, enhancing the reliability of the 
shaker and the shaking capacity, which can be used to shake more than one can 
simultaneously. The design of corob™ shakers is complemented by a selection of 
metal sheet or color customizable plastic finishes with proven resistant to mechanical 
stress.

■ gyroscopic mixers
The gyroscopic mixers from corob™ are ergonomically designed with wide, sliding 
doors and an electromagnetic safety lock for easy can handling and secure mixing. 
The mixers’ advanced engineering ensures performance reliability and long duty 
cycles. The maximum plate opening of 420 mm allows for the easy loading and 
unloading of taller cans. corob™ mixers can also accommodate square cans and are 
suitable for mixing more than one can simultaneously.
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These smartly designed, reliable and easy-to-use dispensers are 
perfect for growing markets and entry-level stores. First series 
equipment allows for smooth entry into the tinting business by 
utilizing the technology of larger corob™ machines. 

■	 corob™ d200/d200 4g
Technology Bellow pump dispenser Application field Point-of-sales, 
laboratory Main benefit Extremely reliable with easy maintenance 
Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day Up to 200 l.* Dispensing 
flow Sequential, simultaneous (4G) Canister configurations Up to 16 
canisters Canister sizes (l) 1,5 - 2,5 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,05 (LAB version) 
to 0,2  (the lab circuit is always together with the controlled check-valve) 
Colorant base compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal and 
solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 690 x 950 x 1270 Nozzle flow diameter 
(mm) 31 

■	 corob™ first 1
Technology Single head bellow pump dispenser Application field Point-
of-sales, growing markets Main benefit Smart innovative machine for 
accessing the tinting business Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per 
day Up to 200 l.* Dispensing flow Sequential turntable layout Canister sizes 
(l) 2,5 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,2 Colorant base compatibility decorative 
Water and universal Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 850 x 1028 x 1323 Nozzle 
flow diameter (mm) 10

■	 corob™ flex 300
Technology Piston pump dispenser Application field Point-of-sales, 
professional paint stores Main benefit New generation ceramic valve for 
optimal dispense accuracy Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per 
day Up to 400 l.* Dispensing flow Sequential turntable layout Canister 
sizes (l) 2,5 - 5 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,26 Colorant base compatibility 
decorative Water, universal and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 
900 x 1100 x 1552 Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 10

The ideal balance of design and function, the machines of the 
flex series are available in several sizes. They fit perfectly into any 
professional paint store providing proven performance and results.

■	 corob™ banco
Technology Bellow pump dispenser Application field Point-of-sales, 
laboratory Main benefit High performance / price ratio Estimated amount 
of paint to be tinted per day Up to 400 l* Dispensing flow Sequential or 
simultaneous Canister configurations Up to 32 canisters Canister sizes (l)
1,5 - 2,5 - 5 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,2 Colorant base compatibility 
decorative and industrial Water, universal and solvent Dimensions (w x d x 
h) (mm) 950 x 690 x 750, dependent on machine configuration Nozzle flow 
diameter (mm): 31 for 16c - 41 from 17c to 32c

■	 corob™ d300
Technology Piston pump dispenser Application field: Point-of-sales, 
laboratory Main benefit Best suitable for difficult colorants with easy 
can refilling Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day Up to 
400 l* Dispensing flow Simultaneous Canister configurations Up to 24 
canisters Canister sizes (l) 4 / 6 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,2 - 0,5 Colorant 
base compatibility decorative and/or industrial, dependent on machine 
configuration Water, universal and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 16c 
and 16c SR models 740 x 940 x 1360; 24c model 1020 x 940 x 1360 Nozzle 
flow diameter (mm) 31 for 16c and 16c SR, 38 for 24c model

■	 corob™ d410
Technology Bellow pump dispenser Application field Point-of-sales, 
laboratory Main benefit High flexible performance Estimated amount 
of paint to be tinted per day Up to 400 l* Dispensing flow Sequential, 
Simultaneous or both Canister configurations Up to 32 canisters Canister 
sizes (l) 1,5 - 2,5 - 5 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,05 (LAB version), 0,2 (the lab 
circuit is always together with the controlled check-valve) Colorant base 
compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal and solvent 
Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 950 x 720 x 1380, dependent on machine 
configuration Nozzle flow diameter (mm) from 28 to 45

* The estimated amount mentioned here needs to be considered as an indicative value. * The estimated amount mentioned here needs to be considered as an indicative value. * The estimated amount mentioned here needs to be considered as an indicative value.

■	 corob™ tatocolor
Technology Gear pump dispenser Application field: Point-of-sales, 
laboratory, warehouse Main benefit High accuracy dispensing Estimated 
amount of paint to be tinted per day Up to 400 l* Dispensing flow 
Simultaneous Canister configurations Up to 16 canisters Canister sizes (l) 
3 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,5 Colorant base compatibility decorative and 
industrial Water, universal and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 950 
x 600 x 1620, dependent on machine configuration Nozzle flow diameter 
(mm) 31

Power meets design in these state-of-the art tinting machines. 
Increase performance output in tinting environments with medium 
to high volume levels. 

■	 corob™ flex 900
Technology Bellow pump dispenser Application field Point-of-sales, 
laboratory, wholesale, warehouse Main benefit Re-circulation with bellow 
technology Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day Up to 400 l* 
Dispensing flow Sequential, Simultaneous or both Canister configurations 
Up to 16 canisters Canister sizes (l) 1,5 - 2,3 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,2 
Colorant base compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal 
and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 950 x 600 x 1363, dependent on 
machine configuration Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 31

■	 corob™ power 4000
Technology Bellow, gear pumps or both dispenser Application field 
Point-of-sales, professional paint stores Main benefit Productivity and 
ergonomics at a reasonable price point Estimated amount of paint 
to be tinted per day Up to 400 - 600 l* Dispensing flow: Sequential, 
Simultaneous or both Canister configurations Up to 24 circuits Canister 
sizes (l) 1,5 -  2,5 - 5 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 15 Circuit flow rate (l/min) bellow technology 
0,2 - 0,4 Gear 0,5 - 1,0 Colorant base compatibility decorative and industrial 
Water, universal and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 1070-1230 x 822 x 
1450 Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 28 up to 16c - 39 from 17c to 20c - 45 from 
21c to 24c

■	 corob™ power 5000
Technology Bellow, gear pumps or both dispenser Application field 
Wholesale, warehouse, factory Main benefit Combine bellow and gear 
pump technology Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day Up to 
400 - 800 l* Dispensing flow: Sequential, Simultaneous or both Canister 
configurations Up to 32 canisters Canister sizes (l) 3, 4, 6, 15 Circuit flow 
rate (l/min) bellow technology 0,2 - 0,4 Gear 0,16 - 0,5 - 1,0 Colorant base 
compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal and solvent 
Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 1070 x 1108 X 1190, dependent on machine 
configuration Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 28 up to 16c - 39 from 17c to 20c 
- 45 from 21c to 32c 

■	 corob™ d600/d600 extra
Technology Gear pump dispenser Application field Wholesale, warehouse, 
factory Main benefit High productivity machine and high layout module 
possibilities Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day 400 - 800 l.* 
Dispensing flow Simultaneous Canister configurations Up to 24 canisters 
Canister sizes (l) 3, 4, 6, 9, 15 and 20 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,16 - 0,5 - 1,0 
Colorant base compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal 
and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 1070 x 1180 x 1190, dependent on 
machine configuration Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 28 up to 16c - 39 from 
17c to 20c - 45 from 21c to 32c extra technology machines use single drive 
pump technology matched to 4G electronics for enhanced performance 
levels

■	 corob™ d800
Technology Gear pump dispenser Application field Wholesale, warehouse, 
factory Main benefit Enhanced cost of ownership and extended runtime 
Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day: 400 - 800 l* Dispensing 
flow Simultaneous Canister configurations Up to 32 canisters Canister 
sizes (l) 3, 4, 6, 9, 15 and 20 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,16 - 0,5 - 1,0 Colorant 
base compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal and solvent 
Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 1400 x 1270 X 1169, dependent on machine 
configuration Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 28 up to 16c - 39 from 17c to 
20c - 45 from 21c to 32c

■	 corob™ d700/d700 extra
Technology Gear pump dispenser Application field Wholesale, warehouse, 
factory Main benefit Durable gear pump and wide pump personalization 
assortment Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day 400 - 800 l* 
Dispensing flow Simultaneous Canister configurations Up to 32 canisters 
Canister sizes (l) 3, 4, 6, 9, 15 and 20 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,16 - 0,5 - 1,0 
Colorant base compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal 
and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 1236 x 1108 x 1190, dependent on 
machine configuration Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 28 up to 16c - 39 from 
17c to 20c - 45 from 21c to 32c extra technology machines use single drive 
pump technology matched to 4G electronics for enhanced performance 
levels
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CPS Color’s range of corob™ dispensers, shakers and mixers are recognized 
the world over for their quality, innovative technologies, accuracy, ease of 
use, repeatability and fast operation. They represent a complete family of 
equipment for postponed color production – whatever the size or nature of 
your business. All corob™ equipment is designed for lasting, trouble free 
performance and low lifetime costs.

A full range of customer service packages are available to ensure corob™ 
dispensers continue to add maximum value to your business. From initial 
installation, annual service and preventive maintenance visits to operator 
training and our online helpdesk, CPS Color’s global service network is always 
nearby, wherever you are.

cps color
CPS Color is the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Our mission  
is to help manufacturers to achieve maximum added value on their products, 
whether these are decorative paints, industrial coatings, coated fabrics, 
thermoplastics or leather. To explore the benefits of advanced tinting systems 
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Each innovative corob™ shaker features a reliable and efficient
clamping force control system. They are designed to resist to 
mechanical stress extending the lifetime of the machine.

■	 corob™ simpleshake 80
Technology Vibrational shaker Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
laboratory Main benefit Sturdy and attractive, easy maintenance shaker 
Suitable for Emulsions and enamels in plastic or metal cans Maximum 
can height (mm) 410 Can shape Round, oval and square cans Maximum 
product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Shaking speed (rpm) 620 Shaking time 
4 pre-set programs (1, 2, 3, 4 min.) Shaking motor power (HP) (kW) 1 (0,75) 
Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 700 x 610  x 1150

■	 corob™ simpleshake 40
Technology Vibrational shaker Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
laboratory Main benefit Easy to operate, limited external dimensions and 
footprint Suitable for Emulsions and enamels in plastic or metal cans 
Maximum can height (mm) 430 Can shape Round, oval and square cans 
Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 40 (88) Shaking speed (rpm) 570 
Shaking time 3 pre-set programs (1, 2, 3 min) Shaking motor power (HP) 
(kW) 1 (0,75) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 60 x 865 x 1040

■	 tinting during filling
Technology Gear pump dispenser Application field Wholesale, ware-
house, factory Main benefit Superior accuracy, quality and efficiency 
with low lifetime running costs Dispensing system Simultaneous 
Suitable for Water and solvent based colorants Further specifications 
The corob™ TDF installation is designed for your specific tinting 
requirements. Our Engineering Department is happy to provide you 
with detailed information.

The versatile range of corob™ gyroscopic mixers are ideal for 
mixing highly viscous products in different can sizes and shapes. 
All corob™ mixers are ergonomically designed for easy use and 
secure performance.

■	 corob™ m300 pf & hd
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales, wholesale, 
warehouse and laboratory Main benefit Efficient and fully automatic 
mixing operations. Easy access with extractable table Suitable for High 
viscosity products in different can sizes and shapes Maximum can height 
(mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and oval cans Maximum product 
weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) from 100 to 200 Mixing time 
(sec) (min) From 45 to 6 Mixing motor power (HP) (kW) PF 1 (0,75) - HD 2 
(1,5) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 790 x 1150

■	 corob™ clevermix 20
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales and 
laboratory Main benefit Perfect balance between price and performance 
Suitable for High viscosity products in plastic or metal cans Maximum 
can height (mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and small oval cans 
Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) Up to 180, 
self adjusting based on product feature Mixing time (min) Up to 6 Mixing 
motor power(HP) (kW) 1 (0,75) Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 723 x 1022

■	 corob™ prosample 200
Technology Bellow pump dispenser Application field Point-of-sales, 
laboratory Main benefit A machine for the highly appreciated sample 
business Estimated amount of paint to be tinted per day Up to 200 l.* 
Dispensing flow Sequential, Simultaneous Canister configurations 
Up to 16 canisters Canister sizes (l) 2,5 Circuit flow rate (l/min) 0,05 
Colorant base compatibility decorative and industrial Water, universal 
and solvent Dimensions (w x d x h) (mm) 900 x 790 x 1300 (optional 
1480) Nozzle flow diameter (mm) 31

■	 corob™ m300 pfk & hdk
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Point-of-sales, whole-
sale, warehouse, factory and laboratory Main benefit Superior mixing 
performance with customizable mixing operations Suitable for 
High viscosity and higher density products in plastic or metal cans 
Maximum can height (mm) 400 Can shape Round, square and oval 
cans Maximum product weight (Kg) (lbs) 35 (77) Mixing speed (rpm) 
Pre-set or automatically selected Mixing time (sec) (min) Up to 6 
Mixing motor power (HP) (kW) PFk 1 (0,75) - HDk 2 (1,5) Dimensions 
(w x d x h) (mm) 805 x 790 x 1150

■	 mixing station
Technology Gyroscopic mixer Application field Warehouse, factory 
Main benefit High output with low total cost of ownership Suitable 
for High viscosity products in plastic or metal cans Further specifi-
cations Our Engineering Department is available to develop with you 
the ideal mixing station tailored for your specific requirements.

Elevate the performance of your tinting system with corob™ mixers 
and shakers. Durable mixing station designs enhance productivity and 
help deliver products faster with low lifetime operating costs.

■ piston pump dispensers
Piston pump technology is the most commonly used technology in manual and 
automatic volumetric dispensers. CPS Color has improved the traditional sequential 
dosing capabilities of piston pump technology to include design options that allow 
for simultaneous dosing and multiple canister capacities. The increased performance 
and productivity resulting from CPS Color’s enhanced design translates into lower 
operational cost over the lifetime of the machine. The available canister size and flow 
rate of piston pump dispensers make them especially suitable for the decorative paint 
market, where the average colorant addition is 3-5% (vol.).

■ bellow pump dispensers
The patented linear, volumetric chamber design of corob™ bellow pump technology 
is one of the most state-of-the-art dispensing solutions in the market. No gaskets 
are used therefore eliminating wear. The structural simplicity of the design makes 
corob™ bellow pump equipment a competitively priced, low maintenance dispensing 
option for environments where an average colorant addition of 3-5% (vol.) is 
required. A special twin-canister option is available for customers with high colorant 
consumption. The twin canister can be assembled with two bellow pumps, doubling 
not only the canister capacity, but also the dosing quantity and flow rate. Certain 
corob™ bellow pump models are equipped with the latest CPS Color dispensing 
innovation combining sequential and simultaneous circuits.

■ gear pump dispensers
corob™ gear pump technology is the power behind our high-performance, 
simultaneous dosing dispensers used in everything from point-of-sale operations to 
warehouses and factories. The canister capacity and flow rate of corob™gear pump 
dispensers make them perfect for use with decorative and industrial tinting systems 
whose average colorant addition are 3-5% (vol.) and 10-30% (vol.) respectively. For 
optimal abrasion and corrosion conditions, gear pumps are also available in stainless 
steel (Type 4 DR) and in a fully ceramic version (Type 5). There is a dedicated gear 
pump type for every tint volume: from POS dispensing of 0.16 to standard Tinting 
During Filling (TDF) solutions of up to 20 l/min.

■ vibrational shakers
corob™ shakers are designed for shaking non-explosive paints in plastic or metal 
containers of varying shapes and sizes. The compact design of corob™ shakers 
requires minimal space. A safety lock door ensures safe operation. The automatic 
shaking cycle is controlled by a microprocessor, enhancing the reliability of the 
shaker and the shaking capacity, which can be used to shake more than one can 
simultaneously. The design of corob™ shakers is complemented by a selection of 
metal sheet or color customizable plastic finishes with proven resistant to mechanical 
stress.

■ gyroscopic mixers
The gyroscopic mixers from corob™ are ergonomically designed with wide, sliding 
doors and an electromagnetic safety lock for easy can handling and secure mixing. 
The mixers’ advanced engineering ensures performance reliability and long duty 
cycles. The maximum plate opening of 420 mm allows for the easy loading and 
unloading of taller cans. corob™ mixers can also accommodate square cans and are 
suitable for mixing more than one can simultaneously.

corob™ equipment

simpleshake series

corob™ equipment

clevermix series
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CPS Color’s most configurable gear pump 
dispensing solution
corob™ d600 and d700

corob™ dispensers

power series

Meeting the most demanding requirements, the corob™ d600 and d700 
gear pump dispensers offer you speed and flexibility in a state-of-the-art 
dispensing solution for tinting medium to high paint volumes. The unique 
modular approach of the corob™ d600 and d700 now gives you the choice 
of multiple configurations of canisters in different shapes and sizes up to 20 
litres, in systems of up to 32 circuits.

The modular design of these new dispensers allow to configure them 
according to the tinting system you use, with up to 24 circuits in the corob™ 
d600 and up to 32 circuits in the corob™ d700. A complete set of available 
modules to choose from means that the layout of these dispensers can 
be adapted to meet every possible need, from the standard two module 
configuration to more complex set-ups. In both models, the refilling height 
of 110 cm ensures ease of use at waist level, and both accommodate 3, 4, 6, 
9, 15 and 20-litre acetalic resin or stainless steel canisters, so that the 
use of the circuits can be adapted to different colorant technologies and 
production volumes.

Operating the corob™ d600 and d700 is easy and convenient for high 
production. Thanks to the ergonomically designed automatic external shelf 

and foldable roll conveyors, larger cans are easily handled. The corob™ d600 
can be supplied with an internal head configuration with fully or semi-
automatic lid punch and plug, ensuring complete safety for the operator, or 
in external head versions with the lid punch operated by two separate up/
down push buttons.

Standard features of the corob™ d600 and d700 include new state-of-
the-art electronics for improved diagnostic and maintenance programmes, 
enabling remote diagnostic control, a laser bung hole locator to centre lids 
with hole, a photocell can detector, an electrically-operated shelf and a 
revised lift-up automatic cap to keep nozzles clean when using fast-drying 
colorants. 

cps color
CPS Color is the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Our mission 
is to help manufacturers to achieve maximum added value on their 
products, whether these are architectural paints, industrial coatings, plastics 
or leather. To explore the benefits of advanced tinting systems for your 
company, please visit us at 

 www.cpscolor.com

corob™ equipment > dispensers > power series > d600 & d700



CPS Color’s most configurable gear pump 
dispensing solution
corob™ d600 and d700

corob™ dispensers

power series

The corob™ d600 and d700 represent the latest evolution of gear pump 
technology. Patented pumps with ceramic components have been heavily 
tested in the field with the latest generations of VOC (Volatile Organic 
Compound) colorants. All test results confirm extremely reduced wear 
and tear, significantly reducing the need for maintenance. A wide range of 
different pumps is now available, each with a specific technical specification 
to meet performance needs in terms of productivity or colorant resistance. 
From partly stainless steel through fully stainless steel combinations to 
next-generation fully ceramic pumps that will last a lifetime, they are 
available in a range of sizes to meet the needs of different uses. 

The fully automatic, volumetric, simultaneous dispensing system of the 
corob™ d600 and d700 is suitable for decorative and industrial universal, 
water and solvent-based colorants. The system user interface software 
provided tracks colorant levels in canisters. The high-speed up-down 
command shelf of the corob™ d600 and d700 matched to the obstacle-
detecting device represents the highest level of safety in moving mechanics 
for everyday, problem-free operations. New state-of the-art-electronics 
provide improved diagnostic and maintenance programmes, and stirring 
and re-circulation of colorants is automatic and programmable.

Amongst the options available are external foldable roll conveyors and CPS 
Color’s active ‘no-dry-nozzle’ humidifier system that prevents water-borne 
and/or solvent-borne colorants from drying in the nozzles.

Whether you choose the corob™ d600 or larger d700, their attractive, 
high-tech design will enhance your point-of-sale, paint distribution centre 
or depot. Both the corob™ d600 and d700 are supplied in a sheet metal 
finish. The corob™ d600 has a smaller footprint and can also be supplied in 

an attractive flame retardant ABS plastic finish, the colour of which can be 
customised to match your brand identity.

corob™ dispensers
CPS Color’s range of advanced yet competitively-priced corob™ dispensers 
are recognised the world over for their quality, innovative technologies, 
accuracy, ease of use, repeatability and fast operation. Together with 
our dependable mixers and shakers, they represent a complete family of 
equipment for postponed colour production – whatever the size or nature of 
your business. All COROB™ dispensers are designed for lasting, trouble-free 
performance and low lifetime costs. 
As with all CPS Color equipment, a full 
range of customer service packages 
is available to ensure your 
COROB™ dispensers 
continue to add maximum 
value to your business. 
From initial installation, 
through annual service and 
preventive maintenance 
visits to operator training 
and our online helpdesk, 
CPS Color’s global service 
organisation is always 
nearby, wherever you are. 

corob™ d600



corob™ d700

 A complete set of modules, offering a wide range of canister 
 configurations and sizes. 
 Various pumps coming in different materials allow to fit the best 
 technology to each colorant so to enhance performance and 
 increase durability. 
 Productivity can be handled by chosing among different pump 
 sizes, from LAB versions, to standard ones up to HF (high flow) 
 elements.



corob™ d600 and d700 corob™ dispensers

power series

corob™  D600/D700 tech n ical Data
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CE approved

© CPS Color. This information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or license of any kind. 
It is accurate to the best of CPS Color’s knowledge or is obtained from sources believed to be accurate. 
CPS Color therefore assumes no legal responsibility for reliance upon the information provided. 
Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.

 corob™ d600 

dispensing system simultaneous, fully automatic 
suitable for decorative or industrial, water-borne, solvent-borne or universal colorants 
refilling height 1,100 mm 
dispensing flow rate 0.16 – 0.5 – 1.0 litre/min. 
canister capacity 3, 4, 6, 9, 15 and 20 litres 
number of circuits up to 24 canisters
dimensions (w x d x h) 1070 x 1180 x 1190 mm (External Head)
  1070 x 898 x 1190 mm (Internal Head)
power supply 100 - 110±10%, 220 - 240±10%, 50/60 Hz 
nozzle flow diameter 28 mm (up to 16c), 39 mm (from 17 to 20c), 45 mm (from 21 to 32c)
footprint (m2) 0.93 (Internal Head/ two modules) – 1.27 (External Head / two modules)

 corob™ d700 

dispensing system simultaneous, fully automatic
suitable for decorative or industrial, water-borne, solvent-borne or universal colorants 
refilling height 1,100 mm 
dispensing flow rate 0.16 – 0.5 – 1.0 litre/min. 
canister capacity 3, 4, 6, 9, 15 and 20 litres 
number of circuits up to 32 canisters
dimensions (w x d x h) 1236 x 1180 x 1190 mm
power supply 100 - 110±10%, 220 - 240±10%, 50/60 Hz
nozzle flow diameter 28 mm (up to 16c), 39 mm (from 17 to 20c), 45 mm (from 21 to 32c)
footprint (m2) 1.37 (two modules)



Hybrid pump technology dispenser

corob™ power4000

corob™ dispensers

power series

Productivity meets flexibility in a 
streamlined design that enhances 

the tinting process through improved 
colorant handling.

Hybrid technology allows for the selection of multiple pump groups 
within the same machine. This allows for the creation of a customized 
environment that can be tailored to best suit the individual colorant needs 
of our customers. Operational costs are minimized and colorant handling is 
improved.

All circuits are equipped with re-circulation function and the newest 
devices. A set of key configurations allows for a selection of three pumping 
technologies:
■ Bellow Pump SAPS 
■ Big Bellow Pumping Group 
■ Single Drive Gear Pump

The compact design of the corob™ power4000 can house up to 24 
canisters. The minimized footprint is suitable for many different types 
of shop environments and easily fits into compact areas.  Improved 
ergonomics offer a low refilling height and easy open colorant lids.
■ Central high head frame allows for easy loading and unloading of paint 
 cans

■ Strong and sturdy working top
■ Convenient tool holders
■ Easy access to electronics and controls for a quick maintenance 
■ Modular approach allows for seamless incorporation of new colorant 
 systems over time

The benefits of the corob™ power4000 can be seen both immediately 
and over the course of the lifetime of the machine. Enhanced efficiency is 
apparent in several aspects of machine design and performance.
■ Improved lifetime pump durability, individually driven, depending on 
 colorant turnover
■ Reduced spare part requirements over the lifetime of the machine
■ Adjustable re-circulation timing for individual colorants prevents
 unnecessary deterioration
■ Pump failure safety block anticipates circuit disruptions
■ Up to a 5% energy bill savings resulting from optimized power 
 consumption

cps color
CPS Color is the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Our mission 
is to help manufacturers to achieve maximum added value on their 
products, whether these are architectural paints, industrial coatings, plastics 
or leather. To explore the benefits of advanced tinting systems for your 
company, please visit us at 

 www.cpscolor.com

corob™ equipment > dispensers > power series > power4000



corob™ power4000 corob™ dispensers

power series

corob™  power4000 tech n ical data

 base dispenser features  

dispensing technology Hybrid: Bellow (SAPS/Big pumping group)
  Gear pump
dispensing flow  Sequential, Simultaneous or both
dispensing displacement Internal
canister configuration  Up to 24
canister sizes l. (quart-gallon) 1,5 (1.5) / 2,5 (2.5) / 3 (3) / 4 (1g) / 5 (1.25g) / 
  6 (1,5g) / 15 (4g)
canister material POM (Acetalic resin)
canister stirring Pre-set (variable timing function available)
circuit flow rate l./min. Bellow: 0,2 (STD) / 0,4 (HF)
  Gear: 0,16 (LAB) / 0,5 (STD) / 1,0 (HF)
min. dispensed quantity 1/384 fl oz (0,077 cc) with STD size pumps
accuracy ± 1%
valve type Corob 3-way electric valve (re-circulation)
nozzle diameter mm 28 (up to 16c) - 39 (from 17 to 20c) -
  45 (from 21 to 24c) / according to water-
  solvent partition
nozzle closure system Manual cap
pump type Bellow: STD size - 
  Gear (Single Driving Pump): MTRXs STD
pump per canister Single
electronic generation/type 4G
colorant base compatibility Decorative and Industrial: Water, Universal
  and Solvent
shell type Manual “slide”

 can handling features

minimum can height 100 mm (3.9”) (manual cap)
maximum can height 450 mm (17.7”) (manual cap)
can diameter 70 - 340 mm (2.8 - 13.4”) (incl. handle)
minimum hole diameter 50 mm (2.0”)

 power supply 
power supply Single phase; 100-240 V ±10 % 50/60 Hz 

 dispenser dimensions

length / depth / height mm 1070 (2 s mod.) - 1230 (2 l mod.)/822/1450 
length / depth / height ” 42.13 (2 s mod.) - 48.43 (2 l mod.)/32.4/57.0 
footprint 0,88 m2 / 9.47 ft2  (with 2 small modules) / 
  1,01 m2 / 10.87 ft2  (with 2 large modules)
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Take note: data refers to base configuration machine, figures may vary according to different specifications. CE approved © CPS Color. This 
information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or license of any kind. It is accurate to the best of CPS Color’s knowledge or 
is obtained from sources believed to be accurate. CPS Color therefore assumes no legal responsibility for reliance upon the information provided. 
Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.

options
– Active humidifier for water borne colorants
– Automatic cap
– Electric shelf (includes automatic cap)
– Monitor and keyboard support



A revolution in automatic tinting
dispensers
corob™

corob™ dispensers

first series

Experience first1, the new, 
economical, automatic dispenser 
from corob™. Robust, yet 

affordable, first1 is designed to 
make manual tinting machines 

a thing of the past. It is the 
perfect replacement or addition to 
your current manual dispenser. The 
innovative technology behind first1 is 

perfect for emerging markets.

first1 is a fully automatic turntable dispenser 
suitable for use with water-based or universal 
colorants. Easily transition into automated 
tinting increasing accuracy and customer satis-

  faction with precise and repeatable on-demand 
  tinted paint orders. 

ergonomical turntable 
Preset turntable configurations of 12 or 16 canisters are available. The turn-
table is controlled and managed with the latest generation of simplified 
electronics reducing component complexities. The overall height of the 
machine allows for simplified refilling of colorants and easy access to all the 
controls.

simple and effective pumping group
A long-lasting 0,05 cc PTFE bellow pump delivers a dispensing flow rate of 
0,2 L/min. The pumping action is driven by a compact cam that is activated 
by a single actuator motor. 

innovative nozzle
The innovative nozzle design used in first1 is the result of research and 
innovation derived from the most advanced corob™ product lines. The new 
technology allows for accurate color dispersion while safeguarding against 
water-based colorant drying. Each nozzle can be easily reached, removed 
and cleaned under water for optimal machine performance and colorant 
dispersion.

technolpolymer frame
first1 is constructed using several different techno polymers. This assures a 
sturdy and well balanced frame that withholds the weight of the colorants 
while giving the machine the stability and strength to function in even the 
most difficult of working environments.

reduced service requirements for optimized spare parts handling
The streamlined design of first1 reduces the overall number of components, 
resulting in fewer parts that require maintenance. This translates into 
greater savings over the lifetime of the machine. 

cps color
CPS Color is the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Our mission 
is to help manufacturers to achieve maximum added value on their 
products, whether these are architectural paints, industrial coatings, plastics 
or leather. To explore the benefits of advanced tinting systems for your 
company, please visit us at 

 www.cpscolor.com

corob™ equipment > dispensers > first series > first1

shown with options



 base dispenser features  

dispensing technology Bellow pump
dispensing flow  Sequential
dispensing displacement Turntable
turntable rotation Bi-directional
canister configuration  Up to 16
canister sizes 2,5 l.
canister material Polypropylene
canister stirring Pre-set (one for all)
circuit flow rate 0,2 l./min.
min. dispensed quantity 1/192 fl oz (0,154 cc) - 4/192 fl oz - 10/192 fl oz
accuracy ± 10% - ± 4% - ± 1%
valve type Membrane valve
nozzle diameter 10 mm
nozzle closure system Single
pump type STD Bellows
pump per canister Single - one centralized motor unit
electronic generation/type 4G
colorant base compatibility Decorative: Water, Universal
shell type Manual “click-on”

 can handling features

minimum can height 76 mm (3”)
maximum can height 504 mm (19.84”)
can diameter 70 - 350 mm (2.75 - 13.78”)
minimum hole diameter 15 mm (0.59”)
maximum can weight 35 Kg / 77 lbs

 power supply 
power supply Single phase; 100-240 V ±10 % 50/60 Hz 

 dispenser dimensions

length / depth / height 850/1028/1323 mm 33,5/40,5/52,1” 
footprint 0,87 m2 / 9.36 ft2

weight 46 Kg / 101 lbs

corob™ first1 corob™ dispensers

first series

corob™  fi rst1  tech n ical data
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Take note: data refers to base configuration machine, figures may vary according to different specifications. CE approved © CPS Color. This 
information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or license of any kind. It is accurate to the best of CPS Color’s knowledge or 
is obtained from sources believed to be accurate. CPS Color therefore assumes no legal responsibility for reliance upon the information provided. 
Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.

quick and easy installation
Step-by-step user guided installation software has been developed to guide 
any user through machine set-up operations. The easy to follow instructions 
make installation a snap.

options
– Side support keyboard/monitor holder
– Soft cover + top enclosure
– Pro cover + top enclosure
– Heater (includes pro cover + top enclosure)
– Rear PC support
– Can sensor



Tinting during filling system: scalable
technology for in-can paint production.
corob™ t-d-f

corob™ equipment

Tinting during filling

in-can production concept 
Tinting During Filling is an additional production line designed to enhance 
the customer service, improve and simplify the colour making process in 
paint factories, warehouses and large distribution centres. It optimises 
manufacturing and logistics, as colour production is no longer carried out 
in the conventional way. Dispensing the right amount of base paint and 
colorants directly into the can eliminates many of the additional steps that 
are required in the conventional production process. 

Environmental costs are also reduced. TDF system allows you to produce the 
exact quantities required - excess production becomes a thing of the past. 
Waste is further reduced by fewer washing cycles and less cleaning.

All types of paint can be tinted, and any colour can be created. It allows you 
to handle customer orders immediately and deliver them the same day.  
Your minimum order size is reduced to a single can of any can size.

cps color
CPS Color is the global leader in tinting solutions offering all the 
components for complete tinting systems: cpscolor™ colorants, corob™ 
dispensing and mixing equipment, software, colour marketing tools, 
customer support and service. Please visit us at 

 www.cpscolor.com

corob™ equipment > engineering and pro > tinting during filling



corob™ t-d-f corob™ equipment

Tinting during filling

corob™  ti nti ng du ri ng fi lli ng system
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carrying out a project
The realization of our systems begins with a detailed study of the 
customer’s production processes translating customer needs into concrete.

Based on the customer’s specification and our extensive experience in the 
field, we conduct an initial feasibility study involving all the departments 
required in the project. Once the results of this have been approved, the 
next stage begins. The system is assembled and tested at CPS Color’s 
facilities, then disassembled, shipped to the customer, reassembled and 
tested there. During testing, our technicians provide training of the use and 
functioning of the system to the operators who will be working with it.

More and more paint producers and manufacturers in other industries 
where colour is key are reaping the benefits of moving from a rigid 
conventional production system to systems using our in-can tinting and 
Tinting During Filling concepts. They have learned how they can maintain 
or improve their profitability while making their production flows more 
flexible, their colour production more efficient, dramatically reducing 
their production lead times and order delivery times, and improving their 
customer service. If you would like to join them tomorrow, contact CPS Color 
today.
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Batches Size Range (Lt.)
Case: before and after implementing tdf Systems

51,64% of the batches  
produced makes 9,08% 
of the total production  
volume generating low 
or no profit.

48,37% of the batches  
produced makes 90,93% 
of the total production  
volume generating profit. 

7,68% of the batches  
produced makes 0,9% of 
the total production  
volume generating low 
or no profit.

92,32% of the batches  
produced makes 99,1% of 
the total production  
volume generating profit.

before

after



Back to basics with this compact and
sturdy manual gyroscopic mixer.
corob™ clevermix 20

corob™ mixers

clevermix series

The corob™ clevermix 20 is the newly developed manual gyroscopic mixer
from CPS Color, the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Setting
new standards for manual mixing machines, the advanced functions of the
newcorob™ clevermix 20 offers the most effective mixing operation on
the market.

The corob™ clevermix 20 is a fully customer oriented product – its design
and ergonomics were the main focus from the outset, with feedback from
onsite experience in the field driving its development.

The automatic repositioning of the clamping plates at the end of the mixing
cycle eliminates unnecessary operations – a simple unclamping step is
all the operator needs to take to remove the paint can directly. The whole
rotational mechanism and clamping system are a result of the designers
aiming for an extremely sturdy and reliable machine that can serve a wide
range of customer groups, from low volume users to those with the most
demanding needs.

The use of sturdy metal parts for the most sensitive areas in the moving
mechanics has ensured that the corob™ clevermix 20 will work
continuously with a minimum of intervention. The closing handle grip and
entry can step are designed to make life even easier for the operator.

The overall compact dimensions and limited footprint of this mixer make
the corob™ clevermix 20 a perfect match with the dispensers used.

Although a manual mixer, the corob™ clevermix 20 comes in two versions,
providing different functions according to the customer’s needs. The ST
version specifically addresses the most basic needs, including the possibility
of selecting the time with the use of a straightforward selection knob. The
PR version, characterized by its incorporation of a display and keyboard,
allows operators to choose the time and cycle according to their needs.

Key features of the corob™ clevermix 20:
 Automatic repositioning after mixing cycle
 Two versions available to match your needs
 Strong working mechanics and sturdy frame
 Improved operator- machine interaction design

cps color
CPS Color is the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Our mission 
is to help manufacturers to achieve maximum added value on their 
products, whether these are architectural paints, industrial coatings, plastics 
or leather. To explore the benefits of advanced tinting systems for your 
company, please visit us at 

 www.cpscolor.com

corob™ equipment > mixers > clevermix series > clevermix 20



corob™ clevermix 20 corob™ mixers

clevermix series

corob™  clevermix 20 tech n ical data

 corob™ clevermix 20 

  st pr
maximum product weight 35kg/77lbs 35kg/77lbs
product size (cm) 
 minimum can height 10 10
 maximum can height 40 40
 maximum can diameter  34 34
maximum mixing time Up to 6min From 45 sec to 9:45 min
   (Expanded 
   customization 
   possibilities)
type of can:  round, square round, square
dimensions (mm) (w x d x h) 805 x 723 x 1022 805 x 723 x 1022
footprint 0.58 m2 0.58 m2

weight (empty) 180 kg 180 kg
weight (with packaging) 200 kg 200 kg
clamping system  manual manual
mixing speed  Up to 180 Pre-set or 
  Automatically automatically selected
  adapted (variable customization 
  to can size possibilities)
mixing motor power 0.75Kw 0.75Kw
power supply single phase; 220-240 v ±10%

corob™ mixers and shakers
CPS Color’s range of reliable and efficient  corob™ mixers and shakers 
provide a choice of gyroscopic or vibration technologies, and our recognised 
the world over for their quality, innovative technologies, ease of use and fast 
operation. Together with advanced yet competitively priced dispensers, they 
represent a complete family of equipment for postponed colour production 
– whatever the size or nature of your business. All  corob™ mixers and 
shakers are designed for lasting, trouble-free performance and low lifetime 
costs. 
As with all CPS Color equipment, a full range of customer service packages 
is available to ensure your  corob™ mixers and shakers continue to add 
maximum value to your business. From initial installation, through annual 
service and preventive maintenance visits to operator training and our 
online helpdesk, CPS Color’s global service organisation is always nearby, 
wherever you are. 
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CE approved

Patents on other components and technologies pending

© CPS Color. This information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or license of any kind. 
It is accurate to the best of CPS Color’s knowledge or is obtained from sources believed to be accurate. 
CPS Color therefore assumes no legal responsibility for reliance upon the information provided. 
Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.



The newly expanded and 
enhanced range of gyroscopic mixers
corob™ m300

corob™ mixers

clevermix series

Efficient, ergonomic and very reliable, the improved corob™ m300 family 
of manual and automatic clamping gyroscopic mixers from CPS Color now 
offers more options than ever. Highly advanced yet competitively priced, 
corob™ m300 mixers are ideal for mixing highly viscous products in 
different can sizes and shapes. 

The ergonomic design of the new corob™ m300 mixers features a wide 
sliding door for effortless can handling and the safety lock for secure 
mixing. The engineering of the transparent doors ensures the highest level 
of durability and reliability. The extractable shelf installed in the automatic 
models guarantees ergonomic can movement, and the maximum plate 
opening of 400 mm allows easy loading and unloading of taller cans. 

Built to last, the new corob™ m300 mixers offer users sustained operations, 
optimum efficiency and minimum overheads. Their advanced design 
enables these systems to handle standard products all the way up to very 
heavy mixtures, including textured paints. From the manual version to the 
heavy-duty automatic models, there is a now a corob™ m300 mixer to suit a 
wide range of uses and markets, from DIY stores to professional paint shops 
and high volume applications.

The expanded corob™ m300 family, featuring advanced electronics for full 
machine control and advanced safety features for operator security, is now 
available in five versions (see back cover for further information).

In all automatic corob™ mixers (corob™ m300 pf and pfk / corob™ m300 
hd and hdk), the clamping plates automatically open within seconds at the 
end of each mixing cycle, the extractable table making it easy to remove 
cans from the mixer. corobMix™  software is also available for these 
models, allowing users to define mixing cycles, update firmware and change 
display messages. The software also includes diagnosis and monitoring 
functions, allowing the status of the machine to be checked and facilitating 
maintenance. Further options include customised clamping plates and 
colour personalisation.

cps color
CPS Color is the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Our mission 
is to help manufacturers to achieve maximum added value on their 
products, whether these are architectural paints, industrial coatings, plastics 
or leather. To explore the benefits of advanced tinting systems for your 
company, please visit us at 

 www.cpscolor.com

corob™ equipment > mixers > clevermix series > m300 pf hd



The newly expanded and 
enhanced range of gyroscopic mixers
corob™ m300

corob™ mixers

clevermix series

corob™ mixers and shakers
CPS Color’s range of reliable and efficient corob™ mixers and shakers 
provide a choice of gyroscopic or vibration technologies, and our recognised 
the world over for their quality, innovative technologies, ease of use and fast 
operation. Together with advanced yet competitively priced dispensers, they 
represent a complete family of equipment for postponed colour production 
– whatever the size or nature of your business. 

All corob™ mixers and shakers are designed for lasting, trouble-free 
performance and low lifetime costs.

As with all CPS Color equipment, a full range of customer service packages 
is available to ensure your corob™ mixers and shakers continue to add 
maximum value to your business. From initial installation, through annual 
service and preventive maintenance visits to operator training and our 
online helpdesk, CPS Color’s global service organisation is always nearby, 
wherever you are.

 The corob™ m300 st delivers mixing with manual clamping and 
repositioning. Low noise level and vibrations ensure an even longer lifetime, 
and cans are submitted to low mechanical stress, especially important for 
plastic can types. Speed and time can be set to optimise the mixing cycle 
and higher productivity.

 The corob™ m300 pf provides fully automatic gyroscopic mixing with 
an automatic clamping system that selects linear variation of the pressure 
according to the can height. It also provides automatic speed adjustment 
with linear variation of the speed based on the can height.

 The corob™ m300 hd also provides fully automatic gyroscopic mixing 
with an automatic clamping system that selects a linear variation of the 
pressure according to the can height. For better performance with higher 
density products, an improved transmission device increases the mixing 
motor power up to 1500W – 2HP.

 The corob™ m300 pfk and corob™ m300 hdk are versions of the 
above two models including all their features, but with the addition of 
a new keyboard with display. They are easy to operate, and the ‘k’ series 
has been developed to give users full control of the mixing operation, 
allowing the mixing process, time based on the product and more advanced 
functionalities to be programmed according to their needs and products. 

The keyboards are available in three variants:
• Standard, with 8 pre-set mixing programmes
• Time ‘Plus’ – as above, plus additional function buttons for variable time, 

speed and clamping force
• Time ‘Premium’ – as Time ‘Plus’, with the addition of further buttons for 

the client’s own custom programmes. Not only can clients customise the 
mixing cycles to match the characteristics of their products, the design 
on the customisable buttons can also be personalised with images of 
their choice.



All the new corob™ m300 mixers facilitate easier maintenance by 
allowing access to the mechanical areas from the front of the machine, 
with the new extractable shutter door.

The newly designed leveraged feet and lower wheels of the new 
corob™ m300 mixers allow the machines to be effortlessly moved from 
the front.

All automatic corob™ m300 mixers (pf and pfk, hd and hdk) feature a 
fully extractable shelf for ergonomical loading and unloading of cans.

Control of the automatic corob™ m300 mixers can also be extended 
by the use of software such as corobMix™, allowing users to:
• define the mixing cycle
• update the machine firmware and change display messages
• access diagnosis and monitoring functions, allowing the machine  

status to be checked and facilitating maintenance

corob™ m300 st

corob™ m300 pf/hd

corob™ m300 pfk/hdk



 corob™ m300 st / corob™ m300 pf / corob™ m300 hd 

maximum product weight  35 kg / 77 lbs 
product size (cm)  10 x 42 x 39 (h min., h max., diam.) 
maximum mixing time  6 min. 
type of can  round, square and oval 
dimensions (cm):  80,5 x 86 x 111,5 (w x d x h)
footprint (m2)  0,63
weight (empty)  230 kg
 
 corob™ m300 st 

clamping system  manual 
mixing speed  100, 140, 180 rpm 
mixing motor power  1 HP - 0,75 KW 
power supply  single-phase 
  220-240V ±10% 50Hz/60Hz 
  110-120V ±10% 50Hz/60Hz 

 corob™ m300 pf 

clamping system  automatic 
mixing speed  from 100 to 200 rpm 
mixing motor power  1 HP - 0,75 KW 
power supply  single-phase
  220-240V ±10% 50Hz/60Hz 
  110-120V ±10% 50Hz/60Hz 

 corob™ m300 hd 

clamping system automatic 
mixing speed: from 100 to 200 rpm 
mixing motor power  2 HP - 1,5 KW 
power supply  single-phase 
  220-240V ±10% 50Hz/60Hz 
  200V ±10%  
  20 A power network (also for hdk)
weight (empty)  240 kg

 corob™ m300 pfk / corob™ m300 hdk 

clamping system automatic 
mixing speed  8 pre-set selections 
  selected 
maximum mixing time up to 6 min
weight (empty)  235/245 kg
 

corob™ m300 corob™ mixers

clevermix series

corob™  m300 tech n ical data
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CE approved
Patent granted

© CPS Color. This information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or license of any kind. 
It is accurate to the best of CPS Color’s knowledge or is obtained from sources believed to be accurate. 
CPS Color therefore assumes no legal responsibility for reliance upon the information provided. 
Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.



Smart, stylish, structured 

corob™ simpleshake 80

corob™ shakers

simpleshake series

The user-friendly corob™ simpleshake 80 is the perfect vibrational mixer 
for both smaller stores and professional factories. The functional design 
and advanced safety features satisfy a full range of end user requirements.
 
Ergonomic, efficient and reliable, the corob™ simpleshake 80 features 
advanced electronics for full machine control. The shaking platform was 
designed with an advanced internal rivet frame and dual belt transmission 
allowing for an unprecedented shaking cycle. Better force distribution 
among the structure results in fewer breakdowns and machine downtimes.

The innovative design of the corob™ simpleshake 80 reduces noise levels 
during both the clamping phase and working cycle. Competitively priced, 
this unit provides the smallest footprint available in our portfolio of mixing 
equipment.

The corob™ simpleshake 80 shaker is available in two different models: 
standard and programmable.
■ Standard (ST) version is an affordable option that allows the end-user to 
 choose from four pre-programmed shaking cycles.
■ Programmable (PR) version delivers a full range of extended mixing 
 functions allowing the end user to customize the shaking process to 
 satisfy their needs and products.

The design of the overall unit allows for easy maintenance and handling of 
the machine. Flexible construction allows the door to be hinged on either 
the left or right side. Hinging the door on the opposite side of the conveyor 
allows you to easily move product from the dispenser to the shaker using 
an external roll conveyor. When space allows a full open angle of 180° can 
be achieved. Almost all of the electronic boards and the easy access motor 
in the front of the machine can be accessed with a few operations 
eliminating the need to remove the unit from its working space to perform 
maintenance.

corob™ mixers and shakers
CPS Color’s range of reliable and efficient corob™ mixers and shakers 
provide a choice of gyroscopic or vibration technologies, and are recognized 
the world over for their quality, innovative technologies, ease of use 
and fast operation. Together with advanced yet competitively priced 
dispensers, they represent a complete family of equipment for postponed 
color production. All corob™ mixers and shakers are designed for lasting, 
trouble-free performance and low lifetime costs.

cps color
CPS Color is the leading supplier of advanced tinting systems. Our mission 
is to help manufacturers to achieve maximum added value on their 
products, whether these are architectural paints, industrial coatings, plastics 
or leather. To explore the benefits of advanced tinting systems for your 
company, please visit us at 

 www.cpscolor.com

corob™ equipment > shakers > simpleshake series > simpleshake 80



 base mixer features  corob™ simpelshake 80 st  corob™ simpelshake 80 pr

type Vibrational shaker Vibrational shaker
clamping function  Automatic Automatic (8 pre-set selections)
clamping force 250 Kg From 150 to 300 Kg
shaking time 4 pre-set programs (1, 2, 3, 4 min.) 8 pre-set programs (45 sec. - 6 min.)
shaking speed  620 rpm / 4 pre-set programs 300 - 660 rpm / 8 pre-set programs
shaking motor power 1 HP / 0.75 kW 1 HP / 0.75 kW
working cycle Continuous (S1) Continuous (S1)
shaking direction One direction Bi-directional
panels Sheet metal and plastic interface panels Sheet metal and plastic interface panels
door type Hinge (left or right hinge) Hinge (left or right hinge)
  Optional stainless steel door type Optional stainless steel door type

 can handling features   can handling features

maximum can height 430 mm 430 mm
maximum can diameter 360 - 350 mm (lower plate with rubber) 360 - 350 mm (lower plate with rubber)
maximum can weight 35 Kg / 77 lbs 35 Kg / 77 lbs
type of cans Round / square / oval Round / square / oval
multiple can handling Yes Yes

 power supply   power supply

power supply Single phase; 220-240 V ±10 % /  Single phase; 220-240 V ±10 % / 
  110-120 V ± 10% (optional), 50/60 Hz 110-120 V ± 10% (optional), 50/60 Hz

 dimensions   dimensions

length / depth / height 700 / 610 / 1150 mm 700 / 610 / 1150 mm
footprint 0,54 m2 0,54 m2

weight 150 Kg 150 Kg

corob™ simpleshake 80 corob™ shakers

simpleshake series

corob™  simpleshake  80 tech n ical data
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CE approved © CPS Color. This information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or license of any kind. It is accurate to the 
best of CPS Color’s knowledge or is obtained from sources believed to be accurate. CPS Color therefore assumes no legal responsibility for reliance 
upon the information provided. Customers are encouraged to conduct their own tests. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
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